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Stroke disease is a medical condition caused due to inadequate supply of blood to the brain cell that
damages the cell and may result in death. In developing country like Ethiopia, the death of stroke
patient increases from year to year due to the scarcity of specialists and health facilities. This lack of
effort to address such a problem, this research study focuses to design and develop a prototype system
by integrating data mining results with knowledge-based
knowledge based system that facilitate diagnosis and
treatment for a patient and provides an advice and risk level for the patient. Mixed research design
and an integrated knowledge acquisition method
method were used to acquire knowledge. Orange and WEKA
tool were used as hybrid data mining tool to preprocess, analyze datasets and designing the prediction
model. About six classification algorithms were comparatively analyzed and finally JRIP
classification algorithm has been registered with the better accuracy of 94.16% under 10
10-fold crossvalidation. Rule-based
Rule based knowledge representation technique was used to represent knowledge in the
knowledge base, SWI-Prolog
SWI Prolog was used to construct knowledge base, Java Net
NetBeans was employed to
design GUI for the KBS, JPL library was used as a middleware between knowledge base and
designed GUI. Finally, after the system has scored 90% system performance and 89.9% user
acceptance which is a promising result that achieves the objective of the study.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of ICT plays a vital role in the day to day
activity. Due to the rapidly growing and use of ICT in
different business organizations and industry for collecting
data related to their own operation. ICT has been generated a
large number of databases and huge data in various areas
(Rajalakshmi,). The research in databases and information
technology has given rise to an approach to store, retrieve and
manipulate
pulate this important data for further decision making and
problem-solving.
solving. While the database technologists have been
focusing on efficient means of storing, retrieving, deleting and
manipulating data, the machine learning community has
focused on developing
ing techniques for learning and acquiring
knowledge from the huge amount of data. At a time, data can
be considered to be a gold mine for strategic planning for
research and development in this area known as Data Mining
or Knowledge Discovery in Databases (Jain, 2014).
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According to Fayyad (Fayyad,
Fayyad, 1996
1996) “Data Mining is a
process of finding models, interesting trends or patterns in the
large dataset in order to guide the decision about future
activities depending on previous and current data”. Rajakshmi
(Rajakshmi, 2003) defined “Data mining is a process of
extraction of useful information and patterns from huge data”.
Knowledge-Based
Based System is also one part of the study. In this
study knowledge-based
based system is used for the purpose of
diagnosing and treatment of the stroke disease patient while
the data mining
ning part is used as designing a predicting model of
the disease. According to the E.A. Feigenbaum and R.S.
Engelmore (Engelmore, 1993)) knowledge-based system is a
computer program that is a subfield of computer science study
known as Artificial Intelligence.
ce. The systematic goal of AI is
understanding intelligence by developing computer programs
that show intelligent behavior about the specific problem.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
According to the world health organization international
collaborative study (Almadani,
Almadani, 2018
2018), stroke is defined as “a
rapidly developing clinical sign of local or global disturbance
of cerebral function, lasting more than 24 hours or leading to
death with no apparent cause other than that of vascular
origin”.
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Table 1. Related works

Figure 1. Integrated Datamining and Knowledge Management framework
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Worldwide there are about 4.6 million deaths from stroke each
year (Bontia, 1985), and this makes it the leading cause of
death and disability. Nowadays diagnosis and prediction of
stroke disease are totally done manually by the radiologist. In
health care centers a large amount of data becomes available.
On such a large amount of data, it is very difficult for a human
being to manually process these data in a short period of time
for the effective patient diagnosis, and treatment schedule.
Hence, they are also having less accuracy during the time of
treating and diagnosing the patient and also requires an
intensively trained person to avoid diagnosis error. As a
solution, the proposed study will present a new approach to
design a framework for integrating the data mining prediction
model with a knowledge base system that supports the
diagnosis and treatment of stroke diseases. This study
reviewed different researcher research papers in the world on
the proposed study.The summary of reviewed papers are
summarized in following Table 1. As it has been observed from
the strong analysis of various research findings, there is critical
research gap. This forces to conduct the study to design a
framework to integrate data mining results with a knowledge
base system that supports for the stroke disease diagnosis and
treatment.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Table 2. Performance of the JRip classifier

Research design: The study selected hybrid research design
(hybrid form of qualitative and quantitative research design).
because during research activity of this study in same part
researcher uses quantitative like data collection and sampling
techniques research activities and during time of experimental
discussion qualitative research design is suitable.
Data Collection: This research study used both primary and
secondary data as source of information. The primary stroke
patient data are collected from various hospitals specially in
south region of Ethiopian (Arba Minch Hospital, Jinka
hospital, Hawassa Referal Hospital, and Sodo Christian
Hospital). Secondary data are collected through questionnaires
and direct observation with checklist. Additionally, different
published, public or private documents, books, journals
articles, research findings, reports, manuals published by
different organizations like WHO and online materials were
used as a secondary data source.As addressed in the previous
section data were collected as primary and secondary datasets.
5047 datasets were collected from four different hospitals. The
following diagram show details of collected datasets with their
class type of the diseases,For conducting the proposed research
study researcher uses various tools for different purposes like
for documentation, data analysis, design models,
implementation, and coding. By using comparative analysis of
data mining tools orange and WEKA tool was used for
preprocessing and designing prediction models, E-draw Max
for design models and other research activities, Java netbeen
and SWI-prolog for implementing as well as designing the
KBS, and JPL(java prolog library) for integrating GUI
designed through Java with Prolog programming

Table 3. Evaluation results of JRIP Classification Algorithm

Data preprocessing: To get better accuracy data mining
results researcher preprocesses the collected data sets. For data
preprocessing step researcher uses an orange software tool. In
an orange tool to preprocess the data, it is simply done by drag
and drop the widget of the tool. The following figure shows the
preprocessing of a dataset using an orange It shows that about
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0.6% (303) of data sets are missing values and the next figure
shows after filling the missing values.
Feature Selection: Medical data is often very high
dimensional. Depending upon the use, some data dimensions
might be more relevant than others.
In processing medical data, choosing the optimal subset of
features is such an important issue in a research study, not only
to reduce the processing cost but also to improve the
usefulness of the model built from the selected data.
Class unbalancing: The class imbalance problem is occurring
in many applications. In the selected dataset there are three
class with Normal 502(10%), Hemorrhagic 1817 (36%), and
Ischemic 2728 (54%) which imbalanced classes. Class
Imbalance is typically occurring when, in a classification
problem, there are many more instances of some classes than
others. In such cases, standard classifiers tend to be
overwhelmed by the large classes and ignore the small ones.
Particularly, they tend to produce high predictive accuracy
over the majority class, but poor predictive accuracy over the
minority class Invalid source specified.. The following figure
show number of class before class balancing.
Data mining classifier: To select better accurate algorithms
for a prediction model, researcher selects three classifiers and
two algorithms from each classifier then uses comparatively
analysis the algorithms.
Integration of Data mining result with Knowledge Base
System: The aim of this study is to integrate data mining result
for the development of a knowledge base system. It is obvious
that a knowledge base is a core for a certain knowledge base
system. For that knowledge, the acquisition is done using the
JRip rule induction algorithm, which performs best for the
given stroke disease dataset. The following diagram show the
conceptual design for the integration process. To design and
implement the knowledge base system researcher uses SWIprolog and Java NetBeans to design user interface and JPL
library for the integration. The following figure show the
system architecture for integrating data mining result with
knowledge base system. Researcher try to design the prototype
to show how the integrated system will work whenever
implemented. The system prototype has the knowledge base
which provides explanation for the physicians, if he/she didn’t
understand the question and finally identifies disease type,
treatment and risk level of a patient. The user interface
facilitates the communication between the knowledge base
system and the user. When KBS of stroke disease diagnosis
and treatment identified a type of stroke disease, the system
would present risk levels, treatments, and preventions in figure
1.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental setup: A total of two experiments for each
algorithm aiming at building predictive models are undertaken.
The sampled data set contains 5047 instances containing
normal, Ischemic, and Hemorrhagic stroke. The data set
contains 11 attributes and all of them are involved in all
experiments. Default value of parameters is taken into
consideration for each classifier algorithm since it allows
achieving better accuracy compared to modifying the default
parameters values. In any data mining research before
developing a model, Researcher generate a mechanism to test

the model performance. For instance, in the supervised data
mining task, such as classification, it is common to use
classification accuracy measure (CA), True Positive rate (TP),
precision, recall and F-measure of the experts are used as to
measure the performance of the developed data mining model.
Creating Classification Models Using Different Classifier
Algorithm: Bayes Net This experiment conducts under 10fold cross-validation test option with default parameters of
WEKA and the algorithm generates a model as Bayes Net and
Correctly Classified Instances are 4054 which means 80.34 %
and Incorrectly Classified Instances are 993 which means
19.66% from Total Number of 5047 of Instances and taking
0.02 seconds to build the model.The Bayes Net learning
algorithm with percentage split scored classification accuracy
out of 1481 number of testing instances 1241 (83.9 %) of them
are classified correctly and the remaining 238 (16.1%) testing
instances are misclassified or incorrectly classified with time
taken 0.01 second to build model. Naïve Bayes This
experiment conducts under 10-fold cross-validation test option
with default parameters of WEKA and the algorithm generates
a model as Naïve Bayes and Correctly Classified Instances are
4013 which means 79.5% and Incorrectly Classified Instances
are 1034 which means 20.5% from Total Number of 5047 of
Instances and taking 0 seconds to build the model.The Naïve
Bayes learning algorithm with percentage split scored
classification accuracy out of 1481 number of testing instances
1220 (82.4%) of them are classified correctly and the
remaining 207 (17.6%) testing instances are misclassified or
incorrectly classified with time taken 0 second to build model.
To conclude, the above two experiments namely experiment I
and II performed in order to build the classification model
using Bayes Net classification algorithm by applying k-fold
cross validation and percentage split method in respectively on
the experiments
Performance based Comparisons for Proposed Models:
The Decision Table learning algorithm with percentage split
scored classification accuracy out of 1481 number of testing
instances number of testing instances 1329 (89.8%) of them
are classified correctly and the remaining 152 (10.2%) testing
instances are misclassified or incorrectly classified and 0.39
second time taken to build model is represented in figure 2.
Selecting a better classification technique for building a model,
which performs best in handling the classification, is one of the
aims of this research. For this reason, the three selected
classification model with respective best performance accuracy
is listed in below table 2. The results of the algorithms are
evaluated based on correctly classified instance and incorrectly
classified instances. Prediction accuracy shows us the general
classification accuracy of the algorithms. Apart from prediction
accuracy, classifiers are also evaluated to measure how they
correctly classified each class to their correct class or
incorrectly classified to another class. Hence, to evaluate the
performance of the classifiers employed in this study True
Positive rate, False Positive rate, Precision, Recall, F-measure,
and ROC Area are used. Table 2 illustrates the performance of
the first three classifiers.
Classification Models Using Rule classifier: JRip This
experiment conducts under 10-fold cross-validation test option
with default parameters of WEKA and the algorithm generates
a model as JRip and Correctly Classified Instances are 4743
which means 93.98 % and Incorrectly Classified Instances are
303 which means 6.02% from Total Number of 5047 of
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Instances and taking 1.5 seconds to build the model. The JRip
learning algorithm with percentage split scored classification
accuracy out of 1481 number of testing instances 1375 (92.8%)
of them are classified correctly and the remaining 106 (7.15%)
testing instances are misclassified or incorrectly classified and
1.09 second time taken to build model.
Decision Table This experiment conducts under 10-fold crossvalidation test option with default parameters of WEKA and
the algorithm generates a model as Decision Table and
Correctly Classified Instances are 4507 which means 89.3 %
and Incorrectly Classified Instances are 540 which means
10.7% from Total Number of 5047 of Instances and taking
0.45 seconds to build the model. Prediction accuracy shows us
the general classification accuracy of the algorithms. Apart
from prediction accuracy, classifiers are also evaluated to
measure how they correctly classified each class to their
correct class or incorrectly classified to another class. Hence,
to evaluate the performance of the classifiers employed in this
study True Positive rate, False Positive rate, Precision, Recall,
F-measure, and ROC Area are used. Table 2 illustrates the
performance of the first three classifiers. J48 with Percentage
split test option has registered the best result in terms of the
precision, recall and F-measure values as compared to other
classifiers all over the three classes. the following table 3 show
detailed accuracy for the first three classifier.
With regard to the classification accuracy listed above the table
information from the experiment J48 scores the highest
classification accuracy with 94.16% the second highest
accuracy values is scored by JRip algorithm with 39 generated
rule. JRip and J48 have registered almost similar FP rate values
for all three class. Baye Net has registered the Largest FP rate
(13%) for Ischemic class with cross validation test option as
compared to the other two algorithms. The rule acquired from
the classifier algorithms is used for constructing knowledge
base. So as to develop effective knowledge base system,
acquiring relevant rules is critical issues. Hence from the six
algorithms the researcher selected the classifier which best
performed on classifying the data set. In table above according
to experimental result J48 and JRip algorithms scores the
highest accuracy.JRIP classifier has generated 39 rules. The
rules involved 10 features/attributes among the 11
features/attributes from the sample data set. The algorithm
generated 27 rules for Normal class, 11 rules for Hemorrhagic
class, and only one rule for Ischemic. In consultation with
domain experts in the area of stroke specialized, the rules are
evaluated to make sure that whether or not they tell us about
stroke behaviors. Based on the evaluation, the rules are capable
of identifying stroke type but question is raised that the
algorithm has features among the 11 by ignoring one features.

The acquired knowledge is preprocessed using the Orange tool
and through WEKA tool classification algorithms were
comparatively analyzed using 10 folded cross-validation
options and percentage splitting methods with six experiments
and from six classification algorithms, JRIP algorithm with 10
folded cross-validation registers the highest results 94.16%
accuracy. 39 rules were generated by JRIP and those JRIP rule
were used to develop models that represents concepts and
procedures involved in diagnosis and treatment of the stroke.
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Conclusion
In this study, for developing the prototype knowledge is
acquired using both manual and automatic knowledge
acquisition method.
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